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i have a scanning project that i am starting. i already have this in
photoshop and im pretty sure the files are in the same format that i

will be getting from the scan. i am just trying to convert them to
indesign and put them on a master and then onto a pdf. im doing this
all for a school book i need to order. thanks! i am very happy to have
this script. i have a professional scanner which scans images into pdf.

i need to import it into indesign for designing purpose. i found this
script from your website. it is very useful to me. i just want to thank

you for developing this script. i like to thank you for the great script. i
am a beginner at scripting and wanted to get a quick start. i ran into
one problem. the order that the pdf pages show up in indesign is not
the order in which they were imported into indesign. i was wondering
how you had figured out the order they would show up? i am trying to
import a large set of images into indesign. i have used your script to
import images into indesign. there is an issue i have been having. i
have a master page and am using the script to import images. the
images are being imported into a new page but the image is not

centered and is on the left margin of the page. i tried to adjust the
script to take out the options in the script to center the image but to
no avail. i was wondering if you could take a look at the script and

make any changes necessary to correct this. hello, i have an issue i
need help with. i am trying to make a pdf file for a client from a

multipage doc. i have indesign cs6 and i am trying to use the script
from other users. so i am trying to save a multipage doc to pdf with
two pages per pdf but i keep getting a error message that says “ the
file is not a valid indesign document”. i am trying to do this in a save

pdf window that is already open for the multipage doc. so i do not
understand why it would not be a valid indesign doc. i did notice there
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are two choices for file in the save pdf window. one is a file and the
other is a folder and i tried both. i want to do this as one step and not
have to go back into indesign and start over. i am hoping that there is

a solution to this.
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i would like to thank you for your hard work in creating this script. i
am now using it to format all my clients’ pdf’s. i am able to set up the

correct settings that i need, import them into indesign, and then
export them as a new pdf. i just use the “indesign cc” feature to

convert them and then use the “pdf to indesign” feature to put them
into indesign. this has been a big time saver for me. i’m not a big fan
of having to start from scratch and set up each client’s document with

their own different settings. i’ve been looking for a solution like this
for a while. my problem was that i could not import a full-page pdf

into indesign. (i’ve got cs5.0 pro). i was able to import the first page
of the file. so, i had a few pages of a file that i needed to import, so i

thought, “okay, i’ll use a script.” so i downloaded the script for
indesign cs4. the first page worked. i had to make a few adjustments,
but it worked. however, i decided to try it with a full page and it did
not work. the pages just flowed into a new document without any

spacing. i’ve got a file of about 100 pages. i’m just trying to insert the
last page into a document i’m creating in indesign cs6. i tried using

your script, but it was unable to find the last page. i’ve also tried
using the script posted in another thread that worked with about 20
pages. in either case, it failed to find the last page. i tried dragging

and dropping the file into the script panel, and it took me to the
correct page. using the script, i created a pdf importer which, lets you

import an entire indesign file into a single indesign file. this is
extremely useful when you are creating a custom document with lots

of insert pages. the script automatically splits each page of the
original document into a separate page in the new document. you can

even preview each page and adjust the layout. you can then export
each page as a separate document, or simply open the original
indesign file in a new indesign document and continue working.

indesign will prompt you to open the new document, and you can
simply open the original document in the new indesign document, as

long as you tell indesign to open the original document in a new
indesign document. 5ec8ef588b
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